
FAQ 

Q1 :- If a person is running two mills from the same PAN and State government has recognized both his mills for 

delivering  of CMR Module but in the DOS system allows only one mill attached to one PAN; no second mill can be 

attached with one single PAN? 

Answer: - This issue has been resolved now.  A person running two different mills can use same PAN number in DOS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Q2:-There is problem in miller module where OTP is not being received by miller therefore the token cannot be 

generated at miller end?  

Answer: - This issue has been resolved.  The OTP is generated at miller end and token can be generated accordingly. 

 

 

Q3:-While generating gate-pass the lot number is not being mentioned in generating gate-pass? 

Answer: - This issue has been resolved.  Lot No. is mentioned in the Gate pass. 

 

  



Q4:-DOS is not rejecting lots on the basis of quantity analysis which is a major drawback as any weight beyond 

standardization can be accepted?   

Answer: - In Quantity analysis, lot can accept or reject as per average weight of the lot. 

Q5:-There is no provision to load two variety in a single rake i.e. common and Grade A? 

Answer: - There is a Multi Variety option in DOS; Now Multi variety can be taken in a single rake but in different 

wagon.  

Please Follow these steps:-  

login from Depot Manager ID  ---> Movement by rail---> click on Multi Commodity in rake ---> Select Special 

number---> Select Choose wagon and Second variety  ----> Save. 

 

Q6:-At present, there is a cap of 1289 bags for loading in a wagon whereas as per railway instruction 1299 can be loaded? 

 

Answer: - It is as per FOIS Application which allows 64 MT’s in BCNA WAGON’S of loading bags capacity which 

1289. 

Q7:-DOS is not allowing loading a rake from two different depots like NEORA OLD and NEORA NEW COMPLEX? 

Answer: - There is already a provision in DOS for multiple depots loading.  Depot can use ‘depot-wise wagon planning’ 

which is reflected in ‘movement by Rail option’ 

 


